Throughout the history of theatre, the artificial nature of the stage has been both the source as well as the target of radical responses. One that came relatively late to the fore is the phenomenon of plurilingual or heterolingual theatre. Even in multilingual communities, the artificial linguistic purity of the stage was often taken for granted and precautiously policed, often with a normative function. This changed gradually in the 1980s, when textbased theatrical practice became less self-evident. In communities with minority-language situations, the initial interest for plurilingual performance may well have been politically motivated, as was the introduction of dialect on the stage. We can think of Ireland as a prominent example, where regional dialects as well as Gaelic competed with English for legitimacy. These days, in many parts of the world-and certainly in the dense intercultural exchange of European theatre festivals-the stage is almost by definition heterolingual. For leading theatremakers like German-Swiss Milo Rau it is a self-evident practice-as seen for instance in his most recent quadri-lingual production Empire (2016).
While critical notions like hybridity, interculturality, the inbetween, crossing over, and multicultural theatre permeate performance theory, the phenomenon of heterolinguality on the stage has so far drawn limited critical response. Nicole Nolette's 2015 study of this practice on the Francophone stage in Canada is certainly a substantial contribution to the field. Jouer la traduction was given the Ann Saddlemyer Award for best book of the year in 2016 by the Canadian Association for Theatre Research (CATR/ACRT). The monograph focuses on a sub-genre of translation studies and is part of the series "Regards sur la traduction," launched almost two decades ago by Les Presses de l'Université d'Ottawa. It is a commendable initiative that allows access to a multitude of approaches to translation, with titles such as Translating Canada (2007)-on the role of translation in the intercultural negotiation of perceptions of nationality-and, more recently, a new edition of La traduction en citations: Florilège (2017)-a collection of hundreds of aphorisms and dictums on translation practice and problems. 
VIEWS AND REVIEWS
The focus is thus limited to theatre outside Quebec (though some of the productions Nolette discusses have toured to Quebec). She looks at the west (Franco-Alberta and Franco-Saskatchewan), the centre (Franco-Ontario), and the east (Acadia-primarily Francophone New Brunswick).
The main title is a bit misleading. While Nolette's early focus was on the translation of (heterolingual) Franco-Canadian theatre in her Master's thesis at the University of Alberta (2008), she now looks at the dramaturgical complexity of French-English heterolingual theatre in geo-cultural areas where French has had a history of (often narrow) survival within a hegemony of English. In other words, her current study goes well beyond a critique of surtitles, peritext, and translation practice, and instead maps a dense but also thin tradition of linguistic diversity and co-habitation on a select number of stages. She repeatedly refers to the "exiguïté" or precious rarity of the practice she studies, stressing the fact that within a Canadian context heterolingual theatre remains a peripheral phenomenon.
The book offers a series of analyses of a select number of plays that were produced from 1990 to 2010, though a few originate in premieres well before. While playscript analysis dominates her critical methodology, there is often ample reference to mise-enscène, acting, and critical as well as more popular reception. The samples she offers are exhaustively parsed and dissected-the PhD dissertation regime often showing-and the arguments reveal an astute awareness of performative dynamics. Her focus is almost exclusively on comedy; we even get the impression that heterolingual theatre must be, by definition, comedic. While it is an outrageous-if not hilarious-suggestion, this may well be based in a peripheral theatrical practice that seems to favour realism-based comedy because of box office exigencies.
As it turns out, for Nolette it is not comedy that is the discerning factor of inclusion, but the ludic nature of heterolingual theatre. Her focus on ludism is based on an understanding that translation is a playful intervention that generates both originary and new meaning. Whether or not translation should be defined as ludic may well be an interesting exercise, but Nolette's predilection is manifestly clear. Notions of "traduction ludique," "ludisme," "retraduction ludique" (43), "mise en bouche ludique" (70), "accès ludique au bilinguisme" (77) and lots of ludic wordplays permeate her discourse. Translation is "un jeu de seduction" (81), situated in an "espace ludique" (84), that harbours "actes … ludiques" (123), resulting in "délire ludique" (201). Halfway through the book, Franco-Ontarian theatre is situated "entre le ludisme et la traduction" (121). When a few pages further-in the context of Sudbury-based André Paiement's adaptation of Molière's Malade Imaginaire in which the playwright replaces the original's diglossia with a dyad of French and English-Nolette appraises "le ludisme de l'hétérolinguisme" (126), one wonders about the all-embracing coverage of this ludism or practice of ludic translation. While there are a few attempts at definition in the first chapter, the concept remains assertively vague. Huizinga and Wittgenstein are called upon, followed by game theory and a sample of translation theorists who also crank the concept. The more obvious critical frame of Wolfgang Iser's "reading as play" does not make it into the theoretical outline. A recourse to Pragmatics-which sees language (and its translation) as a contextual practice and not as an application of a system-might have provided a more solid theoretical framing.
Certainly, we understand that translation in heterolingual theatre is no longer a question of subordinate serving-"une activité de perte" (46)-but adds a creative supplementarity to the creation of meaning: some of it quite literally lost in translation and some of it figuratively conquered in (mis?)translation. We follow Nolette when she sees ludic translation in heterolingual theatre as audacious, inventive, playful, but also as interventionist and performative, creating "une surconscience linguistique" (31) among its audience. However, this richly layered reception and possible "playsir" (19) varies hugely depending on the linguistic aptitude of individual spectators. The inevitable misreading, frustration, processes of loss, and actual aversion to heterolingual theatre (which I often witness with my own graduate students!) are barely considered in her theoretical approach.
Clearly, it is the corpus of samples she offers-exiguous though it may be-rather than the aegis or "l'égide d'une definition" (16) that results in this cluster concept of heterolingual ludism. There is no doubt that Nolette's book assembles a tremendous repository of theatrical history often overlooked or willfully neglected by Francophone or Anglophone hegemonies. But her selection also presents a challenge for the reader. The playscripts that she analyses are not well known because of peripheral productions in the professional circuit, actors' union deterrents, short runs, the inevitable fate of these in-between heterolingual monologues, the often performer-created nature of these plays, or simplyand perversely-because of their heterolingual nature. Nolette does include university-based student productions but leaves out amateur theatre from her radar, a remarkable absence considering the socio-linguistic community links with heterolingual practice in our multicultural milieus. Her elaborate comments on plot, language, mise-en-scène, acting, and reception tally up to a formidable amount of information to digest for each instance, and I sometimes wonder where we are in the argument. Yet, her analysis is firmly anchored among existing scholarship on FrancoCanadian theatre, with stalwart sources like Hélène Beauchamp, Joël Beddows, Philippe Couture, Moira Day, Louise Ladouceur, and Catherine Leclerc, supplemented by blogs, video footage, reviews, production archives, and, in a few more recent cases, the live theatre experience of this upcoming scholar. Textual analysis prevails-often with comparisons between original scripts, translations, and re-translation/adaptation.
Nolette's selection and assortment of heterolingual scripts and productions is in itself a remarkable feat of research and presents a handy inventory for further scholarship. What follows here is just a quick notation of the more in-depth critiques the book offers. For the west, the study purveys several incarnations of Marc Prescott's Sex, lies et les Franco-Manitobains (1993) , which originated in Winnipeg's St. Boniface community and was revisited in 2009, and which toured all the way to Edmonton. The Molière adaptation Scapin! by David Edney and Ian Nelson produced by Saskatoon's La Troupe du Jour in 1994 is an instance of Molière's influence on the development of Francophone theatre in Canada-similar to the impact of Shakespeare on English-based theatre. Nolette also resurfaces the earlier mentioned Paiement adaptation for Théâtre du Nouvel-Ontario (TNO) of Le malade imaginaire (1975) to fit in the same paradigm. Patrick Leroux's Le rêve totalitaire de dieu l'amibe (1995-96) with its bilingual distribution, its inside-interpreter-commentator, and its (outside) surtitles plays extensively with inclusions and exclusions in the discursive exchange.
The theatrical adaptation of Patrice Desbiens's 1981 poetic narrative L'homme invisible/The Invisible Man offers us a theatrical embodiment of the questions that arise in heterolingual communication and representation, though clearly veered toward comedic affect. Ottawa-based Théâtre de la Vieille 17's 2005 production (which also supplies the book cover) unfolds the story of a Timmins-born orphan-bilingual from birth-who, in search of his true identity, goes to Toronto and Quebec, only to gradually lose more and more of his linguistic ability. Imprisoned in an unresolved linguistic stereo-his cultural identity cut loose-he cowers facing a void of nation, community, language, and self. A later production by Theatre Kingston in 2011 accommodates the linguistic bi-furcation for its audience with a more stable attribution of English and French to two distinct actors, which offer a constant supplementarity of discursive and gestural communication.
The last chapter on the "grouillement" or multifariousness of Acadia's heterolinguality is in my view the most successful. Nolette's critical braiding of works of playwright-dramaturgedirector-translators like Laval Goupil, Antonine Maillet, Gaêtan Charlebois, Jean Daigle, and Rino Morin Rossignol draws a unique picture of this polygonal language practice with English, French, Acadian, Chiac, franglais, frenglish, and all the variants in between. In her detailed analysis of Paul Bossé's Empreintes (2002) and Les trois exils de Christian E (2010), written by Philippe Soldevila and Christian Essembre-the latter performing his own monologue-she manages to include textual analysis, histrionic and dramaturgical material, performance and miseen-scène, touring and translation politics, as well as references to reception. We end up with an ontological mise-en-question of multi-lingual theatre within the Canadian landscape. There are critical pearls which merit further elaboration. Her gloss on Chiac as inherently a "langue de traduction" (202) leads me to ponder the hybridity and diatomic variations of Chiac as in a state of equivocal and permanent translation. However, once confronted with actual translation, there is a remarkable inherent resistance to this intervention, as the translation of Chiac privileges the effacement of the original hybridity (238). At the same time, the act of translation also sets in motion a sort of linguistic clientelism that serves to selectively (and opportunistically) narrow the paradigms of meaning.
Jouer la traduction charts an important theatrical practice and, as activist scholarship, will hopefully contribute to its further development. Both our theatre, as well as our diverse communities as a whole, can only gain from it. Alphonse Gaudet, co-founder of La Troupe du Jour in Saskatoon, and one of the sites of Nolette's research, said it succinctly: "POUR SURVIVRE, IL FAUT S'ENTENDRE. POUR QUE LA CULTURE SURVIVRE, IL FAUT L'ENTENDRE (In order to survive, one must hear one's voice [and get along] . For a culture to survive, it must be heard.)" (qtd. in Blais-Dahlem 92). This applies even more to heterolingual theatre as a reflection of community-based cultural practice.
In its (legitimate!) focus on Franco-Canadian theatre outside Quebec, the book obfuscates other heterolingual practices in Canada's metropoles. Think of the bilingual productions by Montreal's Black Theatre Workshop/Théâtre BTW and its Canadian-Haitian playwrights. Even within the bilingual framework of a metropole like Montreal, other heterolingualities present themselves. Yiddish and Italian theatre come to mind, but also Rahul Varma and his use of Hindi, French, and English for Teesri Duniya. Further afield, Ukrainian amateur theatre troupes remain vibrant in Alberta as does Chinese-English theatre in Vancouver. Indigenous theatrical practice across Canada must certainly be part of this mapping of our heterolingual stages and communities. It is no doubt a patchwork narrative of resistance and absorption. Be as it may, Nicole Nolette has made a substantial beginning of this mapping with Jouer la traduction.
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